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I. INTRODUCTION 

In December 1999, the "Research Committee on Symbiosis"(1) had 

a symposium(2) in Bonn, Germany, the theme of which was "Global 

Interdisciplinary Research for New Public Management The Role 

of the Private, the Public and the Bureaucracy in the Symbiosis of 

Government and Market". Under this subject, we have a common pur-

pose to view and try to construct a new "Society of the 2lst Century", 

widely examining how the society should be from many disciplines. 

This is also the theme of this article. 

How should we view future society? Under which theory should 

it be constructed? We have to be a bridge-builder to the next genera-

tions academic, hearing the countdown to the 2lst century and being 

before the birth of new century's society. Now there is a large tide of 

academic approach to build a new society, not only in the field of so-

cial science, but also that of the medical science or technical science. 

(1) "Projected Study" recervmg Grants m Aid for Screntrfic Research from Mrmstry 

of Education (Scientific Research (B)(2)-10420016), which members major in 

local autonomy, economics, administration, Iegal science, management science, 

medical science, urban development science, social 'anthropology, welfare and so 

on. 
(2) An international symposium, hold in University of Bonn in Germany, from De-

cember 17 to 19, which rs composed of followmg concepts Sessron I "In 
terdisciplinary Research of Community Well-being and University Governance"; 

Session 2: "Concept of Commumty Well bemg and Implementatron" Sessron 3 

"The Role of Politics, Law and Economics in Community Well-being". The par-

ticipants were from University of Bonn, University of Manheim, University of 

Cambridge, Harvard University, University of Zurich, University of Copenhagen 

and so on, the result of which is published in the UK. 
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To understand how society in the 2lst century's society should be, 

we must first consider how society was in the 20th century. What has 

been neglected? What has been ignored? When we find them, give 

them 'social' "value" and give the academic place, we can build a 

bridge to the new society of the 2lst century. 

On this premise, we will at first review the 20th century's soci-

ety in this article to derive 'human"'value" which was not given aca-

demic (systematic) value in the 20th century' society developed as ma-

terial civilization. This 'human' "value" by nature must be key of so-

ciety constructed by the human. Therefore it must be thought the key 

idea to systematize this "value" academically. 

One of its results is society-construction based on "Symbiosis" 

theory, which is the academic development of the realization of "Com-

munity Well-Being". Though this is a result derived from analysis of 

the stormy society in the 20th century and of the movement of eco-

nomical social theory, we originally noted the linkage between the de-

velopment of the economical social theory and the process of the real-

hfe social revolution. New Public Management theory, based on Ne-

oliberalism and commenced in the 1980s, reconstructed capitalism's 

over-expanded economic system, and inspired the beginnings of the 

New Left which contemplates propulsion a new welfare policy. The 

realization of "Community Well-Being" society based on "Symbiosis" 

theory, we think, the goal of such a flow. This article offers a theory of 

social construction based on such a basis. 

[Additional Remark] 

I have written an article, The Role of Political, Legal and Eco-

nomic Science in Community Well-being - Academic Tendency to Re-

alize the Society of Community Well-being -, which was published in 

June 2001, included in A Memoir in Celebration of Kazuo 'Kunii 's 60th 

Birthday. In this article, I will present enlarged theory, based on the 

preceding article and the basic viewpoint of the symposium in Bonn. 
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At the end of the 20th century, it is argued to redefine "Market 

Mechanism" from both socialistic and capitalistic economy systems. 

From which the argument results ? What is the premise of the argu-

ment? 

i Capitalism came out in the 1 8-19th century gloriously, which 

has a basis "Freedom & Abandon -> Competition" necessarily justi-

fied the denial of Feudality. However, at the beginning of the 20th cen-

tury, it had already revealed "contradiction",(3) which caused founda-

tion of the "Socialistic" government denying the Competition. This So-

cialistic and Planned Economy theory superiors as an economic system 

to dissolve the social economical injustice. It collapsed at the end of 

the 20th century for political reasons rather than the economical rea-

sons. 

Capitalism couldn't avoid the appearance of contradiction such as 

distortion of the process of production (recursive infiation and defla-

tion), social welfare problem to contend with, increase of the unem-

ployed, etc . Therefore Governments have intervened and regulated the 

economic system to solve the contradiction. But, this way that denied 

the "competrtron" pnncrple m the concerned area leads to the mal-

distribution and stagnation of "wealth", which leads each Government 

to cruel deficit financing to almost go into bankruptcy (the so-called 

"large government") The self recovery of caprtalistic theory itself is 

thought to be in crisis. 

n In front of such a srtuation, a movement toward re-evaluating 

the "competitive" theory arose from both socialistic and capitalistic 

economic systems to make a basis of social reconstruction. As for so-

cialistic economies, China, Vietnam and Laos actively introduced a 

(3) "Exploltatron of human by human" mevrtably generates m Caprtalrsm the basrs 

of which is said to be on the personal ownership of production facility. "Social-

ism" is the system that exterminates "exploitation of human by human" based 

on the idea of "demal of the personal ownership of production facility." Planned 

economy is based on this idea. 
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"competitive" theory based on planned economy ("A nation with two 

systems") (4) As for caprtalistrc econonues post cold war, people 

awaked the poison of "Large Government" in face of crucial financial 

pressure by "welfare state" constitution. Monetarism of Prime Minis-

ter Thatcher as well as Supply-side Econonucs of Presldent Reagan 

blazed a trail to realize the "Small Government", though there are dif-

ferences in the economic theory they based on in detail. 

New Public Management that is at the core of reform theory to-

day has developed as a method-theory of administrative renewal. This 

theory adopt the method to maximize Cost-effectiveness, that leads to 

"Success of Government, Success of Market". This theory is the origin 

of The Third Way which was proposed as social renewal by the New 

Left in the 1990s. 

iii The administrative reform based on the Neoliberalism idea 

also became popular in Japan. Rather, it is, I feel, argued to the ut-

most. The Japanese government became "Large Government" by way 

of "Public Ownership" rather than welfarism. Then it revealed a terri-

ble financial pressure on occasion of the collapse of Bubble Economy 

at the beginning of 1990s. Rushing into the deflation, the reconstruc-

tion of national economy was hurried. The radical reform based on the 

Market Mechanism was begun under influence (and pressure) of the 

Neoliberalism of Europe and the US. It was the distinctive policy, the 

privatization of National enterprises (such as the National Railway or 

the Telephone Service Public Company), adoption of the Third Sector, 

and reorganization of National Enterprises (such as national universi-

ties) into Independent Administrative Entities. On the other hand, In a 

special situation, the collapse of Bubble Economy, an idea that even 

"Labor" Market may be culled under the market theory has appeared, 
that has been justified.(5) Extensive dismissal has been justified in the 

(4) In this connection, I visited Thai, Laos and Vietnam, in March 10-20, 1999, as 

a member of Research Committee of "International Market and Law" (receiving 

Subsidy of Waseda University), where I researched international economy and 

law and participated in a symposium (particularly with Economics department of 

Chulalongkorn University, Department of Justice of Laos and "Institute of State 

and Law" and Supreme Court in Vietnam. 

(5) See, HIROSHI YOSHIKAWA, JAPANESE EcoNoMY AT THE TURNlNG POINT 
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name of Restructuring, and both the Labor Act and the Labor Move-

ment have been extinguished. However almost all arguments in our na-

tion are that "Market Mechanism" is all to solve the problem. There 

are no developments of the arguments.(6) That is problem. 

iv However, "Market Mechanism" is just a theory which approve 

of a behavioral pattern based on "Competrtron" of people (who have 

desrres) "Competition" means wining or losing, which must produce 

"Loser". He is relegated to the bottom of society. Actually, Capital-

ist Theory itself doesn't have mechanisms to realize whole society's 

happiness and welfare (7) It has to rely on "another" system, to which 

there are some ideas such as enriching the welfare state based on 

market mechanism, imposing restrictions within the scope of welfare 

state (8) But they are not satisfactorily as to construction of "Society". 

We must not forget that protecting the social loser and leading to wel-

fare are the essential "Roles" of the "Nation". Therefore, the problem 

of "the vulnerable" that are produced by market mechanism economy 

has to be solved as a problem within the capitalist system and society 

141 (Iwanami Press, 1999). 

(6) Japanese government and bureaucracy do not necessanly grasp "market mecha 

nism" properly. Introduction of "market theory" is composed of not only "com-

petition" but also a method that provides next enforcement plan based and re-

flected the management of "effect" In short, it means introduction of private 

management, which is management method of private firms. To slim the machin-

ery of government and reconstruct the national treasure, it is necessary for "per-

formance review" of each governmental department to be refiected to next plan-

ning. 

January 6, 2001, Japanese government dramatically reorganized the depart-

ments, from One Prefecture 22 Departments to One Prefecture 12 Departments. 

Originally Performance Review System was expected to be introduced. But gov-

ernment decided to cancel it. 

(7) Market theory inevitably produces loser (the vulnerable). Capitalist economic sys-

tem depends on welfare "policies" to resolve this problem. However, when the 

enforcement of policies lose balance, "stagnation" take place, which is the "con-

tradiction" of capitalistic economy. 

(8) The former idea is actually effective. But it depends on expensive tax, which 

cause insufficiency of the social security system. On the other hand, the lat-

ter idea has something in common with planned economy (socialist economy), 

which also has a contradiction, as same as traditional one, that the more market 

theory is regarded, the less social security is reduced. 
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v In this context, at first, we have to examine "Symbiosis " of 

economic theory (competition theory) and state theory (non-competi-

tion theory). New Public Management theory, which offered privatiza-

tion of n~tional organizations and optimization-model based on cost-

effectiveness, suggests good hint. We have to reach "Success of Mar 

ket and Government" as macro-analysis. 

Secondly, we have to examine how the "social" construction 

should be, relating to the first examination. To form the optimiza-

tion model of administrative government, it is need to structure for all 

members to take part in and to reflect the opinion. We have experi-

ences that prove the importance of such a structure. In the structure, 

the intent of all social members must be refiected and the reasonable, 

active and independent behavior must be expected as social behavior 

pattern. It will generate "Synergy Effect" by the participation of all 

members I e "Reasonable Behavror" of all members. It is desirable 

to expect the "synergistic" effect, solving the problem of "how society 

should be". It is the development of "Symbiosis" theory (and it is also 

our answer as to "another" system"). 

III. FROM THE 20TH CENTURY TO THE 21ST CEN-
TURY 

At first, we have to evaluate how society of the 20th century was, 

and then, Iook at how society of the 2lst century "should be", based 

on that. 

At the turning point of a year or a century, people are apt to ask 

for the bringing about of "something new or something improved", 

based on urge to be satisfied in future by something not to be satisfied 

yet. We have to remember that coming "society of the 2 1 st century" is 

also desired to be "better society". Of course, a new social system will 

have to be desrgned under new sense of value, keeping up the tradi-

tional "good". We have to respond from the academic perspective. 

We will now examine the state of society and academic discipline 

in the 20th century. 
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(1) Society and Academic Discipline of the 20th Century 

(a) Prosperity of Material Civilization 

In the 20th century, material civilization was highly developed, 

such as the development of energy, transportation and communication 

technology, which has certainly formed the course of coming "the ma-

terial society of the 2lst century". In the 2 1 st century, based on the 

crvillzation the "higher matenal crvillzation", which we cannot imag-

ine yet, ought to be developed, which include high technology, infor-

mation technology, nano engineering and new energy development. 

(b) Sense of Value Based on Material Civilization (Academic 

Discipline) 

"Material Civilization" in the 20th century therefore had "mate 

rial" value as a standard of value (materialism). It is natural that the 

economics of the 20th century, in particular the Neo-classical school, 

had "economic value" as a standard of growth for the economy (or 

economic society). 

This means that something irreducible to "matenal" value I e the 

value of use, is excluded from the "value" system. Therefore men-

tal/ideal value, such as happiness, comfort and satisfaction, is in-

evitably excluded from social "value". The criticism(9) that the leading 

academic discipline of the 20th century (economics) ignored humanity 

arose from these circumstances. 

(2) The Principle of Social Structure in the 2lst Century 

What kind of principles should society in the 2lst century have? I 

think, in general, that following two points should be the principles of 

the social structure. 

(a) Breakdown of the Socialism/Stagnation of Capitalism and 

Return to "Competition" Theory 
The first point is recognition of "competition" theory as a social 

behavior pattern. As mentioned above (II), fiuctuation caused by the 

oil crisis reduced the world economies (capitalist economic system) to 

a lower rate of economic growth, while capitalist economic states at-

(9) See, S. TAMURA & H. SUGITA, HEALTH EcONOMlcs - WHAT CAN WE DO 

AGAlNST A METAMORPHIC ECONOMIC CHANGE? - 1 (SEIBUNDO PRESs, 
1995). 
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tended to the nationalization of firms and the increase of social and 

welfare policies since 1 960s. This lead the states to expose a serious 

financral cnsrs caused by "Brg Government". The Neo-conservatism 

(Thatcherism and Reaganomics), which was established about the be-

ginning of 1980s, succeeded to minimize the fleshy "Big Govern-

ment" . 

On the other hand, the breakdown of the Socialist economic sys-

tem in 1 989-9 1 created an advantage for Capitalism, i.e. the abso-

luteness of "market mechanism"(competition mechanism). Then, states 

holding a socialist economic system (China, Vietnam) adopted "One 

Cou~try. Two Systems". They began to try to adopt the "Market Mech-

anism" under the socialist economy. China makes out the good results 

of the policy. 

"The Success of the Government" caused by the return to mar-

ket theory (competition theory) also proves the validity of "competi-

tion " as prmcrple ofpeople s behavror (econormc behavror) Although 

"competrtron" theory means victory or defeat, it is judged in the mar-

ket. The result is that demand provides the production, improves the 

quality and uplifts the mental state of concerned people. We also have 

to pay attention to these results. In this context, we can find the prin-

ciple of social behavior pattern in the market theory (competition the-

ory). 

(b) Realization of "Social Justice" 

The second point is that it is not advisable to place absolute trust 

in "Market Mechanism". The market mechanism is a social principle 

in which only the winner of the competition survives and the produc-
tion of a lot of "loser" is admitted.(ro) The market theory essentially 

doesn t have the theory "to relieve the loser" At the end of the 20th 

century and the termination of Cold War, some commentators stated 

that the termination of cold war meant the defeat by Capitalism of So-

cialism. However, market theory is unfeeling in respect of humanity 

and the realization of welfare, though it is an important theory to re-

alize the improvement of the material quality of production and the ef-

(lo) professor Naohiko Jinno said "essence of 'competition' is that, for one's victory, 

others must fail". N. nNNO, POLITICS AND EcoNOMlcs OF SYSTEM REFORM 
3 (Iwanami Press, 1998). 
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ficiency of human affairs. Therefore, we remark that social change in 

the latter half of the 20th century means "neither a victory for Capital-

ism nor a defeat of Socialism itself". This is our common recognition. 

Now, under which theory and policy should we relieve the social 

loser, groping the construction of society? This role is the responsibil-

ity of not only the government but also society itself. A social system 

must be constructed which accepts the social loser as an equal "mem-

ber" of society. In this situation we need a conversion of thinking as to 

"social welfare . Social welfare" must be a realization of a "symbio-,, '' 

sis " state essentially as a social "member" This rs the "Symbiosrs" 

theory we support. This is also a realization of "Social Justice" in the 

phrase of "Social Economy". 

As discussed further below, my answer to the question "how so-

ciety should exist" is ( 1) the most desirable principle of social behav-

ior pattern is the "competition theory", which must be accomplished 

as the basis of economic behavior, and (2) a system to relieve the so-

cial loser must be lead from "society" itself. One of conclusions is the 

"Role Synergrstrc Socrety" which finds as rts basrs the "Synergistic Ef-

fect" of "Symbiosis". 

(3) An Idea of "Positive Well-Being" of Society of the 2lst Century 

and a Reform of 6'Citizen" Consciousness. 

(a) Academic Position of <Humanity> which was lgnored in 

the 20th Century 

In the 20th Century, not only in the Capitalist Economy but also 

in the Socialist Economy,(11) the "value" which was the basis of the 

mechanism was "material" value. Under this sense of value, "human 

value", non-material/mental value such as happiness/health/relief/satis-

faction/sympathy, was out of range. <Humanity> was sacrificed for 

material civilization. Therefore, in the 2 1 st century, this "human value" 

i.e. <humanity> must be given priority. This is recognized in any aca-

(ll)Socialism also vrews matenal value as "a fixed pomt" which the term of "his 

torical materialism (Historische Materialismus)" represents. T. SAWA, DEATH OF 

MARKET SOCIETY - WHERE SHOULD WE LEAD JAPANESE ECONOMY? -
69 (Iwanami Press, 2000). 
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demic discipline. 

However the problem is how we should discover this "value" and 

how we should put it in place in the academic system as a sense of 

value. <Humanity> is an abstract consciousness which is difficult to 

measure. It is impossible to compare "satisfaction" which is differ-

ent among every one. However some economic theories define such 
a mental idea as an important element of the academic system.(12) 

This is not necessarily impossible. As discussed below, "Economics 

for Positive Health" asserted by Professor Tamura is a theory which 

gives the sense of value placement in the academic system, in order to 

construct a new academic system which seeks the value in <human-

ity> in the higher rated material society. "Positive Welfare" theory as-

serted by Giddens(13) or Sawa(14) is also a "prior/positive" security the-

ory. 

"Posrtrve" is a very important key word. We structure a basic 

framework to realize a society which respects <humanity> as a value. 

It is "a realization of the <Role Synergistic Society> based on the 

Synergy theory". To realize such a society, radical reform is needed 

also in the aspect of administration, which means the construction of 

an environment in which the "private sector" as a fundamental unit of 

society can actively <take part in> "society". 

(b) Demand for Revolution of the Consciousness of '6Citizens" 

"Socrety" i.e. "civic society" was built by citizens themselves, in 

Europe and the US. Frankly speaking, it is a home-place that was won 

through war against the feudal lord or king by citizens at the risk of 

their lives. Therefore, "society" is a "better home place" of cinzens 

themselves to live in peace. "Citizen " consciousness to improve soci-

ety is based on such a sense as is fostered in precious history. This is 

the origin of the "civrc society" which respects "humanity" won by cit-

izens and is based on the idea of human freedom/equality. 

(12) Socialism and Communism defined so. Professor Tamura said that Fabian Social-

ist, Labour Party and "Social Security Plan" of Beveridge also define so. 

Cf. S. TAMURA & H. SUGITA, supra note 9, at 309 (AS to "Beveridge Report"). 
(13)Anthony Giddens (1938-), Director of the London School of Economics and Po-

litical Science. 

(14) Takamitsu Sawa (1942-), Director of the Institute of Economic Research at 

Kyoto University. 
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However, in Asian countries of course which includes Japan, there 

is no experience of the realization of "civil society" in such a way. Cit-

izens themselves have not had an experience to, realize a "society" al 

though "modernized society" came into existence under the pressure of 

the powers (government/natron) In such a "modermzation" the revolu-

tion of the consciousness of citizens couldn't arise. An idea of feudal-

istic <rule> still penetrated. Under the feudal system, "society" is an 

important route for the feudal lord to exploit, people are continuously 

exploited by "society" which substance is a machinery of "nation". Al-

though society became a "modermzed" socrety the substance of "mod 

ernized society" was also still just a machinery of exploitation. 

Under such consciousness based on the social-structure/rule-ma-

chinery, who wants to nnprove soclety?(15) ,,Socrety" equals the 

"state", which is not a "home-place to live in peace" but a machinery 

to rule, restrain and exploit people. Opposite of Europe and the US, 

there was no conscrousness of "ciuzen" for a long time or the move-

ment of "social reorgamzatron" from the people which entrrely was 

caused by the absence of "civic society". 

In Japan, such was the case at least until 1960, and a lot still re-

mains everywhere. In general, the consciousness of the "citizen" and 

"civic society" arose after the 1970s when we could have some ease. 

However, at last in the 2lst century, "society" by our hand is being 

realized. The "symbiosrs" effect I e symbiosrs socrety will be realized 

at first based on the "citizen or civic society". 

(15) For example, as to waste disposal, Japanese people, I suppose, sometimes toler-

ate throwing garbage to public space. In short, They don't care society, except 

own territory, which mean society is not own territory in conscious of Japanese 

people. 
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IV. FROM NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT TO 6'THE 
THIRD WAY"/ THE THEORY OF "SYMBIOSIS" 

(1) Development of the New Public Management Theory(16) 

(a) Historical Background of The Appearance of NPM Theory 

After World War II, capitalist economic societies have strongly 

promoted welfare policy to solve contradiction generated by capital-

ist (competitive) theory itself. "Welfare policy" was considered as the 

way to go even in capitalism. The welfare policy has been practiced in 

north Europe exemplarily. In the UK in the 1 960s, an inclusive welfare 

policy designed by Beveridge(17) was enforced under the Labour Party 

administration. On the other hand, the nationalization of enterprises is 

quite often. From the 1 960s to the 1970s, not only a lot of public en-

terprises but basic industries were "nationalized". Capitalism had been 

changed to modified capitalism or a mixed economy system; the state 

has became a "Big Government". 

However, the world economy was struck by the Oil Crisis from 

1973. In particular the capitalist economic states had to convert to a 

system of a lower rate of economic growth, confronted with the end 

of continuing economic growth. As a matter of course, welfare policy, 

which presumes continuing economic growth, put pressure on the fi-

nances of the state. The current balance of the state rapidly went into 

the red; cumulative debts of public enterprises became larger. The fi-

nances of the states were in crisis. An increase in "Big Government" 

was impatiently confronted with opposition as the state got. 

In such a financial emergency, the Conservative Party was elected 

to office with Thatcher, which proposed the return to the free market 

economy and took economic policies of radical Cost-effectiveness. Ad-

vocating the reliance on the free market mechanism and "Small Gov 

(16)See e.g., E. FERLIE ET AL., NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT IN ACTION (Oxford 

University Press, 1996); S. Osumi, Development and Issue of New Public Man-

agement, 44 KOBE UNIVERSITY ANNUAL REPORT OF ECONOMICS 33 (1998). 
(17)William Beveridge (1879-1963), Baron, Chairman of Committee of Social Se-

curity (House) in 1941; He wrote his Report on Social Insurance and Allied 

Services (Beveridge Report) in 1942. Giddens blames Beveridge's social security 

theory for "negatrve" A GIDDENS, THE THIRD WAY 1 17, 128 (Polity Press, 
1998). 
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ernment" theory, they privatized national enterprises as well as cut 

welfare policies drastically. Thatcherism (monetarism) could achieve 

success to recover the finances of the state. On the other hand, an in-

equality in society brought about new problems such as the increase of 

unemployed people, because of the abandonment of welfare policy, as 

is generally known. 

By the way, the approach and method of this Ne0-1iberalism af-

fected not only public administration but also economics and sociol-

ogy. In particular, it was in the nature of things admired as the method 

of "reform of public enterprises". This method ((privatization of pub-

lic enterprises -> importation of the management method of private 

enterprises)) was developing as the micro-method of administrative re-

form, having new "economics of institutions" theories, such as agency 

maximization theory, principal agency theory, transaction cost theory 

and so on, as the backbone.(18) In this context, New Public Manage-

ment (hereafter NPM) theory has been formed as a method of admin-

istrative reform. 

(b) Approach of NPM 
NPM began in the UK, was supported in New Zealand, Australia, 

Canada and so on, in particular in the Anglo-American countries, and 

became a leading theory of administrative reform.(19) 

The concept of NPM is a combination of "public" which is from 

public administration and "management" which is from business man-

agement, trying to introduce the business method (based in the compe-

tition theory) into the machinery of government. However it is based 

on Market Liberalism. NPM tries to realize small and strong govern-

ment by the strengthening of administrative management, concentrat-
ing on management which is the problem of micro (20) The efficiency 

of this method and effect of administrative reform was admired by a 

lot of countries and in the 1990s it attracted a great deal of attention 

all over the world. Also in Japan, some theories are based on the NPM 

approach, such as the agency model and revitalization of private econ-

(18) S. Osumi, supra note 16, at 38. 

(19) Id. at 33 (as to development of NPM in Anglo-American states). 

(20) H. KATAOKA, Administrative Reform and NPM. REPORT OF SYMPOSIUM OF 

RESEARCH COMMITTEE ON SYMBIOSIS IN MARCH 18, 1999. 
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omy.(21) 

Although there are some variations of the NPM theory dependent 

on state, era, and commentator, a common theme is that "it tries to ap-

ply the management theory used in private enterprises to public enter-

prises as much as possible". The basic framework consists of follow-
ing three points.(22) 

l Trymg to apply the "competrtron theory" as much as possible, 

dividing the administrative service sector into "unit" activities which 

are more decentralized. 

ii Separating the planning from the execution of policies. The 

former is decided centrally, viewed consistently with the whole. The 

power of the latter is dependent on the units. 

iii Applying the administrative methods based on the results. 

Therefore, the main points of the NPM approach are a) applica-

tion of competition theory to administrative services, R privatization 

or contracting out of decentralized enforcement sector of policies and 

~) application of a system to value performance by results. With re-

spect to this point, Ohsumi(23) made a comparative study of the NPM 

approach and the traditional bureaucratic system. This raises a lot of 

questions. 

[Comparative Review between Traditional Bureaucracy and NPM 
(24) 

System] 

(21)In Japan, rationale for neo-conservatism is infiuential. It is not necessarily to be 

observed Close succession from NPM. 
(22) S. Osumi, supra note 16, at 34. 

(23) Soshiro Osumi (195 1-), Professor of Economics, Niigata University. 

(24) S. Osumi, supra note 16, at 36. 

Taaditional Bureaucracy 

Control by Laws and Regulations 

Specialization System 

Typical Hierarchy System 

Absence of Strategy Management 

NPM 
Control by Goal/Performance 

Flexible System for Efficiency as 

Service Provider 

Management by Contract with Unit 

Organizations which are Valued In-

dependently 

Management Reflecting Customer 

Needs 
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(c) Physical Methods of NPM 

The micro-methods of NPM theory in administration are set forth 
below :(25) 

~) Expansion of choice to the extent that "consumer as No. I princi-

pal" or "freedom of choice" can be applied. 

R Establishment of a method to realize the value of money. 

~) Building a structure which offers administration to the people and 

allows for accountability. 

~ Giving a budget flexibility. 

~ Introduction of Performance-Related-Pay 

In this article I will discuss the "Process of Privatization" (in con-

nection with ~)) and "Performance Management System" (in connec-

tion with ~))-

i Process of privatization (the way to introduce the market 

theory) 

"Privatization" such as privatization of public enterprises and "con-

tracting out" to the public sector is a typical method to "introduce mar-

ket theory". It is the method of how the state functions that has been 

exaggerated by modified capitalism in its efforts to create "Small Gov-

ernment". So, I will try to explain the process of privatization in the 

UK, which is the leading state on the basis of an article written by Os-

umi. (26) 

~) privatization of public enterprises (corporatization) 

The UK took a nationalization policy which affected not only the 

transportation sector and energy sector but also basic industries. This 

put pressure on national finance. These sectors were privatized in the 

1980s. This is a model of the privatization of Japan National Railways 

and the public enterprise of telephone and telegraph. 

~ Mandate to the private sector/Voucher 

This means the introduction of the privatization method to the spe-

cific service sector. "Mandate to the private sector" is a mandate of 

specified service to private enterprises. An Administrator is obligated 

to provide services and supervise the quality of service provided by 

the private enterprises. The UK adopted the forced competitive gov-

(25) H. KATAOKA, supra note 20. 

(26) s. osumi, supra note 16, at 45. 
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ernment procurement system by The Local Government. Planning and 

Land Act of 1 980, which was expanded to cleansing department. The 

"voucher" system is one that subsidizes consumers to choose a trader 

that provides specific services. 

O pFI (Private Financial Initiative) 

This is a method to introduce private funds to the area of social 

overhead capital, trying to leave planning, financing, construction, op-

eration (and so on) of the social overhead capital, that was traditionally 

funded by tax revenues, to private enterprises. 

In our country, recently, this method is being actively discussed. 

Indeed, some enterprises are trying to operate by the method of PFI in 

Tokyo and other actively local autonomies. 

O Agency(27) 

The UK introduced this method by "The Next Steps" reform m 

1988. It was said "only 5% of government officials are taking part 

in the planning of policies, the others are taking part in execution of 

enterprises". "Agency" is an idea that separates the latter into self-

supporting organizations to improve the efficiency of administration 

and quality of services" (28) As of 1997, it is said that there are over 

1 30 agencies and 70% of government officials are working for these 

agencies.(29) Of course this is a model of the argument of the indepen-

dent administrative corporation in our country. 

ii Control based on performance 

The other important element of NPM theory is adoption of an 

"evaluation system based on performance or results". This attempts 

Cost-effectiveness, which forms the most suitable model of execution 

process. 

In the UK., performance control became effective by structural re-

form of admnustratrve organs under the "The Next Steps" of 1988 

This consrsted of "the mmistry" as the core organ that is m charge 

of planning policies and "the business agency" that is in charge of 

(27) As to legat tramework ot Agency in the UK, See, A. Kimijima. Administra-

tive Reform in Contemporary The UK, 255 DOSHISHA LAW REVIEW 6 (1998); 
S. Okamura, Ideed and Reatity of Administrative Reform in The UK, I 1 61 JU-

RIST 34 (1999). 
(28) S. Osumi, supra note 16, at 52. 

(29) Id. s. Okamura, supra note 27, at 37. 
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actions mdependent from "the numstry". The framework documents 

exchanged between "The numstry" and "The business agency" pro-

vide "policy goal and result benchmarks effect and available re-
sources" (30) 

This is of course the application of business management to pri-

vate firms. 

(d) What We Learned from NPM. 
What can we learn and extract from this NPM theory that led ad-

ministrative reforms to success and reconstructed the national treasury. 

We have to remember that the NPM method is used not only to intro-

duce the market mechanism into the service sector but also to practice 

the most suitable process that makes decisions by results. 

i The role of market and government from the confront-
ing framework to the "success of both of them" 

Traditionally it was thought that "Market" and "Government 

(State)" were contradictory. The liberalists, such as F. A. Hayek, ar-

gued that state intervention in the market denies competition theory, 

prevents the efficiency of the market and leads to Socialism. They have 

been market mechanism supremacists. On the other hand, socialists 

also formed a theory taking the form of (economy control by) state 

against capitalism (modified capitalist and mixed capitalist also have 

the same form of thinking). Thus traditionally it was generally thought 

that the market and the government (state) are contradictory.(3 l) This 

is caused by the competition mechanism of the "market" (the princi-

pal of behavior of the Private) and the administrative mechanism of the 

"government" (the principal of the Public) being based on different na-

ture principals. 

But there must be a difference between the role of "market" and 

"government". The "market" revitalizes economic activities, brings 

(30) H. KATAOKA, BUREAUCRAT AS PROFESSION 244~5 (Waseda University Press, 

1998). Professor Kataoka asserted performance-percentage pay system to control 

plan of human resources based on NPM. 
(31)As to "Vrew Pomt" See e g D YERGlN & J STANISLAW MARKET V STATE 

(Nikkei Press, 1998); M. AOKI ET AL., ROLE OF MARKET AND STATE (Toyo 
Keizai Shinpo Press, 1999); N. TANAKA, MARKET AND GOVERNMENT - DE-
SIGN OF JAPANESE ECONOMY IN 21ST CENTURY (Toyo Keizai Shinpo Press, 
2000). 
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about improvements in the quality of products and resolves stagnation 

by way of "competrtron" and "selection". This function of the market 

is a model of behavior patterns of people, societies and states. There-

fore the competition theory must be secured in society as a behavior 

theory of society. The essential role of the "market" is here. 

On the other hand, what is the state in relation to the market? The 

market theory is itself nothing but competition theory. Because it is 

the logic of the strong, the market itself will be in danger of destruc-

tion, if applied consistently. The "market theory" itself doesn't protect 

the weak but the strong. Because it excludes the weak, it will finally 

lead the "market and state to death". But, it must be the "role of the 

government" to protect the weak in the competitive society. It must be 

also the "role of the government" to promote the market and lead suit-

able competitive society. To operate independently as the basis of eco-

nomic activity in society, the market needs "suitable regulation by the 

government".(32) The essential function of the government is here. 

It is important to understand that suitable society will be real-

ized when the "market" and the "government" play essential roles. The 

NPM method directly proves the possibility. It actively introduces the 

competitive theory (market theory) into areas of the administrative en-

forcement sector that didn't have competition. That is the harmony of 

both logics. 

ii The formation of the most suited model by cost-effective-

ness and the suggestion of how society should be formed. 

The theory of NPM is composed of not only the introduction of 

the market mechanism but also the formation of the most suited model 

of the decision-making and enforcement of policies, valuing results or 

performance. The standard of value is Cost-effectiveness. It is a kind 

of "Economic values". 

But, there must be an "important sense" in the "privatization/com-

mrssron to the pnvate sector" (= introduction of market theory) and 

the "performance control (control based on performance)". Though the 

(32)See also, M. KANEKO, ANTI-ECONOMICS - LIMITATION OF LIBERALISM 
BASED ON MARKET THEORY 64, 80-81 (Shinshokan Press, 1999); T. Sawa, 
Market and State Complement Each Other, Nikkei News Paper, December 20, 
2000, at 7. 
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economic meaning of "privatization" is the introduction of the mar-

ket mechanism, the manager is the private (enterprises, people or resi-

dents). This means that services to be provided and distributed are de-

cided by "the private (customers)" who receive the services and pro-

vided to suit the needs of people.(33) (When private enterprises ignore 

this, they will go into bankruptcy.) In short, as to the area of services 

of the private sector, the best way to provide valuable services is to re-

flect the will of the people who are in the position to receive the ser-

vices. The "performance control system" which is the valuation of re-

sults keeps the efficiency of this provide/distribution system. NPM the-

ory forms the most suitable model to provide the services. 

This suggests the process to realize the most suitability by reflec-

tion and participation of the will of the people, is the way to form "so-

ciety". It's an important suggestion to reform the social structure. It is 

a matter of course that this brings the success of policies, i.e. the suc-

cess of government. 

(2) The Third Way 

(a) The Two Approaches Social Market Economy (Ger-
many) and the New Left (The New Labour Party in the UK.) 

There are two approaches as to "The Third Way" idea to the ef-

fect of merger of the market mechanism and welfare policies. One of 

them is "Social Market Economy (Soziale Marktwirtshaft)" which is 

the principle of the CDU (Christlich-Demokratische Union) the gov-

ernment party of postwar West Germany. The other is "The Third 

Way" theory asserted by British Prime Minister Blair and Giddens. 

The latter is "The Third Way" idea that presupposes the NPM method. 

We will mainly discuss this. However, before then, we have to gener-

ally view the former, because it is also a good idea. 

"Social market economy"(34) is based on the idea of Ordo liber-

alism that arose from the Freiburg school. The idea established the 

(33)See, S. Osumi, supra note 16, at 33, 37. 

(34)K. DEMIZU, GERMAN POST-WAR HISTORY OF ECONOMY 251 (Toyo Keizai 

Shinpo Press, 1978); T. Inoue, Social Market Economy, GERMAN ECONOMY 
l I (T. Onishi ed., Waseda University Press, 1992); G. SCHTORPER ET AL., 

CONTEMPORARY HISTORY OF GERMAN ECONOMY 253, 296 (Takeutchi Press, 
1969); (H. ONOE & K. NnNO, ECONOMIC POLITICS (Yuhikaku Press, 1975). 
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principle of "compensation" for inequality by the state as a realiza-

tion of social justice, keeping basically the "order of the free com-

petition economy". At first, keeping of the "order of free competition 

economy" means accomplishment of competition theory and is based 

on competition theory as a pure model of market economy. To keep 

the competition order working, they assert the need of endeavor by 

economic policies and drive forward various "regulation by the state" 

policies, which include intervention to the market, protection of the 

(human/material) resources and modification of the income distribu-

tion. Secondly, as correction of the social inequality, various social 

politic bills are legislated, which includes labor, social security, hous-

ing, worker's property accumulation and job concerns. 

"Social Market Economy" theory has a background "going the 

third way" which is neither disordered Capitalist Economy System of 

the 1 9th and 20th century nor the restrictive Controlled Economy Sys-

tem of Nazism and socialism. Based on this idea, the economic polit-
(35) ical theory merged "the economic freedom, the social stability and 

need of social justice as social state (Sozialstaat)". It is an economic 

politic theory. 

We have to pay attention to bringing up the idea of "social Jus 

trce", "compensation" theory as a way of realizatron and recognrtron 

of an active role of "state/government" as enforcement. This idea and 

theory must be referred to realization of "symbiosis" society. 

(b) "The Third Way" of Blair/Giddens 

Since World War II, the man who has used the term "The Third 

Way" is Prime Minister Blair, who was elected to office in 1997. Gid-

dens who was one of the advisors of the Prime Minister, made the 

concept of "The Third Way" clear publishing "The Third Way: The 
Renewal of Social Democracy"(36) in 1998 and "The Thlrd Way and tts 

Crisis"(37) in 2000. Giddens explains that the concept of "The Thrrd 

Way" arose after the peak of the Asran Cnsrs m 1 997, except the ten-

dency in 1920s-50s. In such a situation, political ideas that are in-

fiuenced by the right wing were decreased, and the conservatism re-

(35) K. DEMIZU, supra note 34, at 251. 

(36) A. GIDDENS, supra note 17. 

(37)A. GIDDENS, THIRD WAY AND ITS CRISIS (Polity Press, 2000). 
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treated, while most of the energy of the left wing is applied to the de-

fensive counterarguments. "The Third Way" is an idea that tries to ap-

ply the energy to more "positive" direction (38) From the first, this con-

cept is an argument of sociologist Giddens and it is a theory of "con-

struction of society" based on social democracy (New Left). President 

Clinton (democrat/US) approves of the idea of "The Third Way", be-
cause liberalism is underlies it. In Japan, the approaches of Tamura(39) 

and Sawa(40) follow this idea. 

What is the meaning and concept of "The Third Way"? Now we 

will try to explore it from the viewpoint of this article, from the two 

works of Giddens op crt and "The end of the Marketalism" written 

by Sawa. Giddens criticizes the Thatcherism, as well as makes it clear 

where "The Third Way" differs from "The Old Labour". This style is 

natural because he puts himself in New Labour's position which took 

over social democracy. See the comparison table. 

i Harmonization of neo-liberalism and social democracy 

"The Third Way" requests the harmonizeation of market theory as 

economic theory with the socialistic welfare policies politically and 

administratively. Traditional economic theory of socialism sacrificed 

"efficiency" for "justice/equality". It stiffly underestimated the techno-

logical innovation, the ability for adaptation and the ability to increase 

productivity. It couldn't understand the role of the market as a device 

of communication. On the other hand, Thatcherism/Neo-liberalism 

gave "efficiency" priority and reconstructed the national treasury, but it 

was at the sacrifice of welfare policies. "The Third Way" approach as 

serts the construction of "social basis" from the "justice/equality" pro-

fessed by the social democracy, in the market economy. The meaning 

of "to construct social justice" is concerned with ii, iii and iv as below. 

It was asserted as "New Mixed Economic" theory. 

ii Relationship between the state and the civil society 

"The Third Way" arms at restructurmg the government, getting 

(38)See, A. GIDDENS, supra note 17, "preface". 

(1-9) Discussed in V (1). 

(40) A. GIDDENS, supra note 17, was translated by SAWA, which was published by 

NIKKEI PRESS in 1999. Sawa also published a lot of articles. He clearly asserted 

"The Third Way" in supra note 1 1 . 
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[Comparative Revie between Classical Social Democracy and Neo-
liberalism (the new right)] (41) 

over both "Small Government" by the Neo-liberalism and "Big Gov-

ernment" by the Socral Democracy Giddens said "the issue isn't more 

government or less, but recognizing that governance must adjust to 

the new circumstances of the global age; and that authority, includ-

ing state legitimacy, has to be renewed on an active basis." He as-

serts the following way to reform democracy: O Devolution; O Re-

newal of the public sphere-transparency; O Administrative efficiency; 

O Mechanisms of direct democracy; O Government as risk manager; 

and ~ Double democratization. 

On the other hand, he assets that the following elements are 

needed to foster an active civil society which is a basic part of the 

politics of the third way: a) Government and civil society in partner-

ship; ~ Community renewal through harnessing local initiative; O In-

volvement of the third sector; O Protection of the local public sphere; 

(41) GIDDENS, supra note 17, at 7-8 (interpreted in T. SAWA, Id. at 26-27). 

Classical Social Democracy (The 
Old Left) 

Pervasive State Involvement in So-

cial and Economic Life 

State Dominates over Civil Society 

Collectivism 

Keynesian Demand Management, 
Plus Corporatism 

Confined Role for Markets: the 
Mixed or Social Economy 

Full Employment 
Strong Egalitarianism 

Comprehensive Welfare State, Pro-

tecting Citizens 'From Cradle to 
Grave ' 

Linear Modernization 

Low Ecological Consciousness 

Internationalism 

Belongs to Bipolar World 

Thatcherism, or Neo-liberalism 
(The New Right) 

Minimal Government 

Autonomous Civil Society 

Market Fundamentalism 

Moral Authoritarianism, 
Strong Economic Individualism 

Labour Market Clears Like 
Other 

Acceptance of Inequality 

Traditional Nationalism 

Welfare State as Safety Net 

Pl u s 

Any 

Linear Modemization 

Low Ecological Consciousness 

Realist Theory of International Or-

der 

Belong to Bipolar World 
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~) Community-based crime prevention; and ~) The democratic family. 

These are the concrete elements of the reform of political, eco-

nomic and social structures. It is clear that the third way succeeds the 

most suitable model fostered in NPM theory. 

iii The social investment state/society of positive welfare 

The Neo-liberalism approach brought about "inequality of the re-

sults" and swayed social unity. But the third way approach defines 

equality as "inclusion" and inequality as "exclusion". This requrres 

state policies including positive effects. For example, as to the prob-

lem of pollution of the environment, the issue for the public interest 

is not beginning with the elimination but protection and maintenance. 

As to the problem of poverty, the issue is not welfare that directly pro-

vides living expenses, but asking for democratic participation, which 

means advance "joint-control of the risks". He said "Positive welfare 

would replace each of Beveridge's negatives with a positive: in place 

of Want, autonomy; not Disease but active health; instead of lgno-

rance, education, as a continuing part of life; rather than Squalor, well-

being; and in place of Idleness, initiative".(42) 

Giddens defined such social welfare policies as "Positive Welfare 

Society" which invests in "human capital", based on which he formu-

lates the "social investment state". As Prime Minister Blair said "Ed-

ucation! Education! Education !", the guideline for enterprises and gov-

ernment to be successful is, he said, investment in human capital wher-

ever possible. He defined the following elements as integrally impor-

tant: a) Entrepreneurial initiatives, O Life-10ng education, O Public 

project partnerships, O portability and O Family-friendly workplace 

policies. 

Of course, "Positive" is a very important concept. Under the same 

idea, it is called "positive health" by Professor Tamura and "Positive 

Welfare State" by Professor Sawa who succeeds to Giddens. 

As to "The Third Way" theory, we can point out the following 

three elements. First, it tries to symbiotically merge market mecha-

nisms and welfare society policies. In this regard, it is within the same 

(42)Id. at 128 (T. SAWA, Id. at 213). 
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framework of NPM theory only "the thrrd way" is as socialist ap-

proach, and NPM is a liberalist approach. Second, in all aspects to en-

force welfare state policies, it actively introduced "performance value 

control" based on cost-effectiveness fostered and developed in NPM. 

Of course rt rs the eminent method to enforce the welfare policies. 

Third, it actively promotes realization of "Positive Welfare" society. 

(3) Tendency of Reform in US "Osborne-Gore Rego Moement" 
(a) Relationship with NPM 

Some commentator said that in the US the methods of privati-

zation and administrative management prevailed until the 1970s, and 

there is little influence of NPM theory.(43) However, the NPM theory 

is the whole of administrative reform ideas that consist of accomplish-

ment of market mechanism principle by neo-liberalism and the intro-

duction of performance valuation for the efficiency of the administra-

tive sectors. This idea was fostered and developed mainly in the UK, 

New Zealand and Canada. But, the fact is that the method was well 

known to the administrative sectors in about the 1 990. 

President Clinton (Democrat) abolished "Council on Competitive-

ness" as soon as he was inaugurated as President in January 1993. 

Then, he enforced the executive order 1 2866. Based on the principles 

set forth in this executive order, he created "National Performance Re-

view" and appointed Vice President A1 Gore as its leader. In August 

1993, he enacted Government Performance and Result Act.(44) 

Then, Gore wrote his first report From Red Tape to Results: Cre-

ating a Government That Works Better and Costs Less.(45) In this re-

port, he presented "the 384 recommendations by detailing 1,250 spe-

cific actions, by the sphere of administrative system and the 24 Iargest 

(43) S. Osumi, supra note 16, at 58, 68. 

(44) Government Performance And Results Act of 1993. Pub. L. 103-62, I 07 Stat 

285. 

(45)A. GoRE, FROM RED TAPE TO RESULTS: CREATING A GOVERNMENT THAT 

WORKS BETTER AND COSTS LESS (GOVERNMENT PUBLISHING HOUSE 
WASHINGTON D.C., 1993). 
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agencies" (46) Osborne,(47) who was co-author of "Reinventing Govern-

ment",(48) , served as a key advisor. Then, Gore wrote his second re-

port Putting Customers First: Standards for Serving the American Peo-

ple in 1 994, and his third report Common Sense Government: Works 

Better & Costs Less in 1995. 

In Reinventing Government, Osborne asserted the importance of 

optimizing market theory, reforming the organization, and deciding the 

distribution of funds based on results, introducing the performance re-

view system, which is based on the key concept of "from the row-

ing administration to steering state". This includes, in detail "a) Cat 

alytic Government, ~ Community-Owned Government, O Competi-
tive Government, ~ Mission-Driven Government, ~) Results-Oriented 

Government, ~ Customer-Driven Government, ~) Enterprising Gov-

ernment, R Anticipatory Government and ~ Market-Oriented Gov-
ernment",(49) which include the method of revitalization of private 

economy and that of performance review are actually the same meth-
ods of that of NPM.(50) 

Therefore, NPM theory much infiuenced Clinton's administrative 
reform of "National Performance Review". This is the general view (51) 

(46) T. Honda, Ideal and Reality of Administrative Reform in The UK, 1 1 61 JU-

RIST 40 (1999). As to Executive Order 12866, See, Reformation of Regulatory 

Review System in the Clinton Administration, 40 ADMINISTRATIVE AND EcO-

NOMIC RESEARCH JOURNAL 24 (1999). 
(47) David Osborne, Administration Consultant, who was a speech writer for Presi-

dent Clinton during the campaign and is the editor of the NPR Report. 

(48)D. OSBORNE & T. GAEBLER, REINVESTING GOVERNMENT: HOW THE 
ENTREPRENEURIAL SpIRIT IS TRANSFORMING THE PUBLIC SECTOR (MA: 
Addison-Wesley) (translated into Japanese by T. NOMURA & K. TAKATI and 

published by NIHON-NORITSU-KYOKAI MANAGEMENT CENTER in 1995). As 
to development of "Government Reinvention", See, J. Brudney et al., Reinventing 

Government in the American States: Measuring and Explaining Administrative 

Reform, 59 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION REVIEW l, 19 (1999). 
(49)See, OSBORNE & GAEBLER, supra note 48. 

(50) FERLIE, supra note 16, included cited OSBORNE & GAEBLER, supra note 48, as 

one of literatures. 

(5])Remark of Kim Jong-sool, Professor of Chonnam National University (Korea), in 

his report, Public Administration for the Twenty-First Century: New Trends, at 

Symposium, New Trend of Studies toward the New Millennium, in October 1 8, 

1999. The title of this chapter, "Osborne - Gore REGO Movement" also de-
pends on his articles. See, also, KATAOKA, supra note 30. 
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(b) Relationship with "The Third Way" 

President Clinton referred to "The Third Way", sympathizing with 

Prime Minister Blair. To tell the truth, We couldn't support his logic. 

But I think, he has common foundation in his theory with "The Third 

Way", because the Democrats depend on liberalism, which is the same 

in the situation of reformation based on the market mechanism and 

promotion of its effectiveness. On reflection, the starting point of "The 

Third Way" is not socialism itself, but eclectic liberalism.(52) 

(4) "Symbiosis" Theory as a Goal 

(a) What is '6Symbiosis"? 

As mentioned above, "Research Committee on Symbiosis" defined 

the mechanism of Symbiosis as a principle and was named after it. 

What is the meaning of "Symbiosis"? 

"Symbiosrs" means coexrstence of different organisms, as a term. 

But, if different organisms "merely" coexist, they must be in a feud, 

because different means the state confiicting interests. This was proved 

by historical experience, i.e. confrontation between capitalism and so-

cialism under the cold war, religious conflict in one nation in east 

Europe, the Middle East or the south Asia. The relationship between 

Government and Market is also at odds. Thus merely "coexistence" 

risks the relationship of the subjects. 

However, "Symbiosis" academically defined by us is an intention 

(Sollen) based on the expenence that "Synergy" must come into ex-

istence when the subjects who are co-existing behave in the "place" 

they are co-existing, being aware of each other's roles. That is we are 

human beings who live in "society", and society is where human be-

ings should live happily. We believe that in excellent and ideal society 

will be formed, when all subjects (members) who construct the <soci-

ety> actively take part in the <society> in every aspect, such as plan-

ning, decision making, enforcement of enterprises and so on. Such ap-

proach surely provides more suitable effects for social members, than 

one for the administrative sector to make decisions and enforce them. 

Such "effect" rs of course the "Synergy" that is generated when the 

(52)See, T. SAwA, supra note 1 1, at 135. 
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social members play every role. A society constructed under such idea, 

we define as "Symbiotic" society or "Role synergetic society". 

The idea to form civic society by the effect of "Role Synergetic 

Effect" was advocated long ago by Professor Yorimoto from a public 

administration standpoint. An example of his idea is the waste disposal 

case. Once Kawasaki-City constructed the most up-to-date waste dis-

posal equipment to dispose of a lot of rubbish. But it couldn't work 

well, because of the increase of volume of wastes, atmospheric pol-

lution and financial pressure because of the cost. In addition the city 

has been dealing with the problem of cooperation by citizens (cutting 

down the volume of wastes/ separating garbage), declaring a state of 

emergency for the rubbish disposal problem. This brought about good 

results, as to not only the waste disposal problem but also the prob-

lem how a local government should be.(53) From this case, Professor 

Yorimoto concludes that administrative enforcement function is sup-

ported by the partnership of "crtizens", "enterpnses" and "admmrstra-

tion", and it is most important for enterprises and government employ-

ees to have a sense as "citizens". He develops the "Three Citizens" 
theory as a system of administration.(54) After all, the role synergetic 

society is a "symbiotic" society in which synergetic effect is expected. 

(b) Merging of NPM, "The Third Way" and "Symbiosis" the-

ory = "The New Third Way" 
At first, from the NPM mechanism, we understood following 

points: ( I ) "Market" that is developed by the competition theory and 

"Government" being constructed based on the total interests of people 

have each role, and are able to be consisted, though they are thought 

to be conflict in the mechanism of activity. (2) In the sphere of public 

services, refiection of the will of the people (customers) who receive 

the services improve the provision of the services (= forming the most 

suitable model). 

(53)K. YORIMOTO, POLICY MAKING AND CITIZENS 96 (Yuhikaku Press, 1998). 

(54) See. Id. au; K. Yorimoto, Treatment to Environment Problem and "corporate 

Citizens", AIM AT "SYMBIOTIC SOCIETY OF ENVIRONMENT, RESOURCE AND 
POSITIVE HEALTH" 49 (K. Yorimoto & S. Tamura ed., Seibundo Press, 1999). 

In detan at v (2). As to Economic Approach of "Symbisosis", See, K. OTSUKA, 

ECONOMY IN THE DAY OF SYMBIOSIS - WHAT IS THE REAL WEALTHY? 
49 (Seibundo Press, 1999). 
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Next, from the "The Third Way" idea, we understood the follow-

ing points: (1) The idea tries to merge and co-exist market mecha-

nism with welfare policies, which is within the same framework of 

NPM theory. (2) In any macro-aspects in which welfare policies are 

enforced, "performance value control" that is fostered and developed 

in NPM theory is actively introduced. (3) The realization of "Positive 

Welfare" society rs being developed actively as how "civrc society" 

should be. 

"Symbiosis" theory tries to realize the role synergetic "society", 

absorbing the fruits of above theories and expecting Synergy by partic-

ipation of all members. In the coming 2 1 st century, societies consider-

ing "humanity" such as welfare and happiness should be constructed, 

rising above the confronting relationship. 

This prototype "Symbiosis" theory which is based on the NPM 
theory and "The third way" theory was found by Tamura.(55) We 

discuss it logically and empirically. 

V. REALIZATION OF SOCIETY OF "POSITIVE WELL-
BEING" 

(1) "Economics for Positive Health" Based on "Health Economics" 

(a) The Starting-Point of Tamura Theory 

To understand the Tamura theory, it is important to understand 

his approach to the "health" problem which is premise of his theory. 

Sadao Tamura met Taro Takemi who is the GP of Tamura's advisor 

lichiro Nakayama in the early 1 970s. Takemi was periodically holding 

society for the interdisciplinary study of "the law of human life" that 

is the subject of Takemi's opinion. Tamura took part in society, being 

interested in the economics for welfare.(56) 

Takemi's opinion was that medical treatment should be one before 

(55) S. Tamura. Social Anthropology in Symbiosis of Welfare and Economy. SOCIAL 

ANTHROPOLOGY 166 (N. Kobayashi & S. Tamura ed., Seibundo Press, 1997); 
S. Tamura, Process of Change from Modern Economics to Economics for Posi-

tive Health, 56 WASEDA JOURNAL OF SOCIETY SCIENCE 95 (1998). As to in 
detail of Tamura's theory. See infra V ( I ). 

(56) In those days, Welfare Economics was trend issue, studied the welfare economics 

of Pigou and the social security theory of Beveridge. 
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the fact, i.e. "medical treatment to keep the hfe and health ", though 

the existing medical system is medical treatment after the fact. This is 

the basis of his idea "the law of human life". Based on this idea, he 

advocated the "Bio-insurance" theory. This theory is that the medical 

treatment should be the positive health that insures hfe and health be-

fore the fact by the medical treatment. 

Then he brought up the idea of "life science" and the practice 

method that is from the finding of medical method based on the in-

spection to the application to medical treatment. The inspection is a in-

ductive method. He asserted that it is the most important method in the 

sphere of life science to observe a lot of paradigms generally in this 

method and lay the foundation of quantification.(57) 

Dedicated Takemi argued this theory at medical conferences and 

study associations. After he was inaugurated as the president of the 

Japan Medical Association, he elaborated a plan of community com-

prehensive medicine based on his opinion of "Welfare Location" the-

ory, asserting construction of a social economic system supporting the 

plan. To "realize Positive Health", there is need of "the formation and 

practice of region inclusive medical treatment. The community com-

prehensive medicine system is planned, done and valued, around the 

offer of medical welfare by organizations to practice comprehensive 

medicine and the related organizations and on the practice-based inter-

action of individuals, families, industry, administration and non profit 

organizations".(58) This idea had a great impact on the medical com-

munity then, and formed a basic idea of a comprehensive medical sys-

tem. 

Then, the idea formation of comprehensive medicine by Takemi's 

theory and JMA was practiced by Hajime Sugita (vice president of 

Oita-City Medical Association), in the area of Oita. Sugita formu-

lated a plan of and practiced "Multi-Channel Medical System (MMS)", 

based the theory of the value of positive health" that was based on 

the two years investigation of the medical system in Oita-Prefecture. 

(57) Recently, a Research Group in the Ministry of Education presented a retorm 

plan as to the medicat education system. In this plan, students learn remedies by 

symptoms. See, NIKKEI NEWS PAPER, November 1 8, 2000. 
(58) S. TAMURA & H. SUGITA, supra note 9, at 142. 
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He asserted that the "value of positive health" should be understood 

and valued in plural. In order to apply the optimization of the pos-

itive health process, he asserted the necessary of following two ele-

ments. One is the mutual relationship between "community/family", 

which is a place individuals live in, and "Oita City Regional Posi-

tive Health Committee" in Oita. The other is systematic relationship 

between "Communrty Health Comnuttee" which makes plans, and 
"Almeida Memonal Hosprtal" and related orgamzations, which prac-

tice medicine. 

Tamura supported this theory and practice m the aspect of eco 

nomics and promoted it with Sugita. The practice of "Comprehensive 

Medicine" based on the MMS is a remarkable medical care system 

and a model for the way a "comprehensive medicine" should be in the 

future. Tamura and Sugita published "Health Economics - What can 

we do against the sharp economic fluctuation" which explained the ba-

sic idea logically and systematically and the progress of their study.(59) 

Then, based on results of their study, Tamura tried to theorize 

about the economic system based on the principle of "Positive Health", 

in the sphere of economics. The consequence is the "Economics for 

Positive Health" as an economic theory. 

(b) The "Economics for Positive Health" as Economic Theory 

i Process Toward the Theorization 

As discussed above, the basic idea of Tamura's "economic the-

ory" is based on ideological value such as "health/welfare" which is 

opposed to the traditional popular idea of "economic value theory". 

Traditionally there were some economic theories similar to Tamura's, 

but they were actually against logic. But Tamura proved optimiza-

tion process of "Positive Health" as a "theory of value of posrtrve 

health"(60) able to be realized, succeeding in the development of MMS 

with Sugita. 

In the 1990s, as discussed in 11 and 111, various countries began 

(59)See, S. TAMURA & H. SUGITA, HEALTH ECONOMICS - WHAT CAN WE 
DO AGAlNST THE SHARP ECONOMIC FLUCTUATION, at n. 9 (Seibundo Press, 
1995). See also, S. Tamura, Development of Positive Health and Review of 

Health - Introduction to The Economics for Positive Health, I [2] WASEDA So-

CIAL SclENCE GENERAL REVIEW 39 (2000). 
(60) I think this theory is that of beforehand and "feedback style". 
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to assert the recurrence to "market mechanism", aiming at economic 

contradiction and fiscal consolidation, before the collapse of social-

ism and the limit of modified capitalism. But, after economic policies 

based on the exhaustive market mechanism, such as Thatcherism and 

Reaganomics, NPM theory as a "administrative" reform swept over the 

whole world, expected to have a large economic effect, with the fresh-

ness of the method. 

Tamura promptly analyzed NPM theory and the basis that is the 

tendency of economic and politic system (particularly of the UK) 

and concluded that both "Government (welfare policies)" and "Mar-

ket (economic behavior)" could become successful. This is the under-

standing of the model of "Pure Caprtalism = <Success of Market and 

Failure of Government>; Modified Capitalism (Mixed Economy) and 

Socialism = <Failure of Market and Success of Government>; NPM 

leads <Success of both Market and Government>". 

Then "The Third Way" theory by the Blair Administration and 

Giddens provided the logical appropriateness, as to " 'positive' soci-

ety" that guarantees the "living of human beings", which Tamura en-

couraged. 

This logical process leads to "Symbiosrs" soclety/"Role syner 

getic" society. 

ii The idea of "Positive Health" merging of reductionism 
and holism(61) 

Tamura's "Economics for Positive Health" is a theory that deals 

with the economic mechanism. Therefore it starts with criticism of the 

traditional economic idea. At first, Tamura dealt with the academic 

standard of values that supported society of the 20th century. The stan-

dard that supported the material civrc "value" was the "economic" 

value, i.e. "consumption" value, of the objects (because "consumption" 

rules the distribution and after all the production). But this "value" was 

evaluated after the fact, the standard of value is based on the feedback 

(61)See. S. Tamura (1998), supra note 55, at 95; S. TAMURA (1997), supra note 

55, at 166; S. Tamura, Review of Optimization and Understanding of Pattern -

Merge of Holism and Reductionism -, 58 WASEDA JOURNAL OF SOCIAL Scl-
ENCE 83 (1999). As to basic theory of reductionism and holism in human sci-

ence, See, N. Kobayashi, Llfe, Human Beings, People and Society - From The 

Human Society, N. KOBAYASHI & S. TAMURA ED., supra note 55, at 1. 
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approach. Economics (Neo-classical school) is based on the "theory of 

value of positive health", which has evaluats the whole society. Such a 

value standard reduces the value of objects to "economrc value" based 

on the idea of "Reductionism". 

Based on the idea of medicine since Takemi's theory and the prac-

tice in Oita, we can now understand the following idea. The issue 

of medicine is to construct a system that comprehensively guarantees 

to human beings the right to "live happily and reach sound death". 

And, the academic "value" must be "Positive Health " = value ofpos-

itive health. These ideas are not based on the '1Reductionism" but on 

Holism". The standard of value(62) is just "to live a sound live", start-

ing from <living>. This is, as it were, not an idea of feedback but 

of feed-forward.(63) Therefore, "Economics for Positive Health" as an 

economic theory is asserted from a perspective that economic value 

and the value of positive health must be understood together. 

Of course Tamura's idea(64) is being developed under the theories 

discussed above. Therefore we have to understand that the concept of 
"positrve" rs very nnportant.(65) 

iii Practice and Valuation Method of "Positive Health" 

How should we develop, practice and evaluate the new standard of 

value "Positive Health"? 

At first, the basic character of the "positive health" concept and 

the academic response are listed on [Table l]. The acadenuc response 

to "positive health" is clearly different from the method used to value 

economic goods. 

Second, the value method of "Economics for Positive Health" 

based on the "value for positive health" is indicated [Table 2] from the 

(62) <,Matenalism"/"Post matenalism" m Sawa s theory rs also same concept as "Eco 

nomic Value"/"Value of Positive Health". Cf, T. SAWA, supra note I I , at 63~5. 

(63) S. TAMURA & H. SUGITA, supra note 9, at 345. 

(64) See, S. Tamura, Symbiotic Community of Health and Economy - Examples in 

Kagoshima and Oita, S. TAMURA & K. YORIMOTO ED., supra note 54, at 137. 
In this article, he discussed Community Well-being in the sphere of environment, 

resource and health, which was key concept of our symposium in Bonn. 
(65) A. Giddens also use thrs concept of "posrtrve" See BEYOND LEFT AND RIGHT 

151 (Polity Press, 1994); A. GIDDENS, supra note 17, at 1 1 1. 
(66) This basic feature accepted Takemi's theory directly. 
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[Table I : The Basic Feature of Positive Health] (66) 
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perspective of comparison with contemporary economics (neo-classical 

school). 

Third, we must try to construct a comprehensive system to de-

velop and practice "Positive Health". It is a future-oriented and pre-

vention-oriented comprehensive medical system. Therefore, its basis 

must be construction of "a system to 'provide' community compre-

hensive medicine technology accumulation, based on the importance 

of, supporting and conducting prevention-oriented behavior for human 

life". Then, the "technology accumulated health development system" 

may be advocated as a comprehensive medical system to realize opti-

mization of investment to "health" of residents. The system consists of 

three elements as follows (elements A, B and C). 

Element A is "health development-oriented technology accumu-

lated system". The system is accumulation of technology to develop 

positive health. It is formed by the systematic relationship between the 

medical related organizations, such as general hospitals, general practi-

tioners, rehabilitation centers and so on. 

Element B is "value system/behavior of the community's health 

committee". It is construction of a "political system" to develop pos-

itive health. In developing positive health, the development of public 

Biological Feature 

Individual Feature 

Public Feature 

Comprehensive 
Feature 

Continuous Feature 

Uncertain Feature 

Academic Treatment 
Biological norm, which needs to theorize and sys-

tematize. 

Freedom and variety, which is the basic element 

to develop positive health, because it is the basis 

of human activity. 

Social contribution, which is based on the human 

feature as a species. 

Comprehensive accumulation of technology, 

which broods cooperation is needed to "live a 

healthy life". 

Accumulation of the effect of time, with which 

future-oriented behavior has a good effect. 

Future-oriented behavior, which causes the uncer-

tain feature of realization of positive health. 
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[Table 2: A Comparative Review between Neo-liberalism and Theory 

for Positive Health] 

system is needed 

asserted to be the 

to independently adjust the "Plan/Do/See" 

goal of "community's health committee", 

This is 

to effec-

Academic 
Method 

Feature of 

Evaluation 

Wealth 

Method of 
Empirical 
Verification 

Feature of 

System 
Formation 

Hypothesis of 

System 
Formation 

Stability 

Management 
System 

Social/Political/ 

Economical 
Institution 

Theory of Value for 

Maximization of 

Consumption Goods & 
Services 

-Goods & Services-

oriented Value 

-Natural Science-oriented 

Analysis 

-Money (Market)-based 7 
oriented 

-Short Period Analysis 

-GNP (Flow) 
-Capital, Resources, 

Technology (Stock) 

-Logical Positivism 

-Mixed System based 
Market Organization and 

Non-Market Organization 

-Maximizing Behavior for 
Self-interest 

-Non Existing of Leeway 

Cumulative Effect of 

Instability 

Priority for Economic 

Efficiency 

Capitalism by 

Neo-Liberalism 

Theory of Value for 

Positive Health 

-Value for Positive Health 

-Human Science 

-Multi-channel Value 

-Long Period Analysis 

-Attainment of Positive 

Health (Flow) 

-Actual Conditions of 

Positive 

Health/Environment/S tock 

-Logical Positivism by 

Practice 

-Integrated System based 

on Positive 

Health-oriented Market 

Economy 
-Human Adaptability 
Hypothesis by Positive 

Health-oriented Norm 

-Existing of Leeway 

Homeostasis 

New Management System 
based on Hypothesis of 

Human Adaptability 

Neonatal Capitalism by 

Positive Health-oriented 

Norm 
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tively match "provide" wrth "enJoyment" of posrtrve health 

Element C is "Social/Economic system (share the role of non-

market and market mechanisms)". This is construction of an "eco-

nomic system". It consists of a market mechanism (market economy 

to develop the positive health-enterprise culture/stay/self-sacrificing 

market economy) and non-market mechanism (social contribution 

mechanism-self selection/self-help social security). They are controlled 

by community's health committee (as mentioned in element B). 

It is asserted that investment behavior to "positive health" is com-

prehensively grasped in these three elements which realize the opti-

mization. 

iv Academic value of "Economics for Positive Health" 

How should "Economics for Positive Health" theory be academ-

ically valued which was advocated based on theories and practices 

as mentioned above? This theory has the following two characteris-

tics. ~) This theory ultimately aims at "Positive" <Community Well-

Being>, and advocates academically constructing the standard of "pos-

i**ive" "value"". (AS to the understanding of "value", it is a logical 

understanding to merge Reductionism and Holism.) ~ As a logical 

framework to realize <Community Well-Being>, it succeeds NPM 
theory as well as being based on the "Symbiosis" theory. Therefore, it 

is natural that the academic value is examined by combining these to-

gether this two points . 

At first, how should the ideological idea of <Community Well-

Being> be valued? <Community Well-Being>, i.e. "positive" (feed-

forward) value, is, as discussed above, mental concept that indicates 

people's state of living with happiness and health. This concept has 

actually the same meaning as "Positive Welfare" that is used in "The 

Third Way" written by Giddens and means concept to direct welfare 
concept as it ought to be next.(67) It also has a same meaning as "Pos-

itive Welfare State" used by Sawa.(68) Both of these articles assert the 

realizatron of "Posrtive" society. This proves "posrtrve" value to be 

able to be established as an academic value standard. 

Whether the systematization based on such a value standard could 

(67) A. GIDDENS, supra note 17, at I I l. 

(68) T. SAWA, supra note 11, at 178. 
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be completed depends on logical verification and practice proof. And 

we have to remember Tamura has proved it in practice, setting up the 

MMS in Oita from the later half of 1970s,(69) as discussed above in iii. 

Secondary, can the NPM theory be used in the issue of reform of 

economic mechanism, because the theory is a "administrative" method 

to realize policies? This is most difficult problem logically. Actually, 

Eichhorn pointed out this in the Bonner Symposium.(70) But as a gen-

eral problem, we proved that "Market" (competrtrve theory) and "Gov 

ernment" (non-competitive theory) could live together symbiotically, 

forming optimized model by the share of each roles. Such a method 

must be logically appropriate and the "Role Synergetic Society" devel-

oped on which must be most appropriate way society should be. 

(2) The Structure of "Role Synergetic" Society as a Public Policy 

(a) The Style of Civil Participation in Policies and '(Three Citi-

zens" 

i Shift from public-private cooperation to cooperation 
among citizens, firms and administration 

Katsumi Yorimoto asserted following points as an ideal way of 

public policy, based on his study of local self-governments. It is de-

sirable for all members to participate in policies, classified into three 

types of members, i.e. "citizens", "firms" and "administrations" that 

are connected under the conscious of "civic" (the theory of three citi-

zens. Next, these three members share and take charge of each roles to 

find more desirable synergistic effect. Public Policies must plan to en-

large the effect.(71) 

Traditionally, it was asserted that public issues need plan and ad-

ministration by combination between public and the private sector. 

But, recently, more and more commentators assert the participation of 

firms, distinguishing between "individual citizens" and "firms" as to 

"the pnvate sector" Once, firms are opposed to individual citizens, 

(69) s. TAMURA & H. SUGITA, supra note 9, at 155; S. Tamura, supra note 64, at 

137. 

(70) He criticized that the idea of sociat market economy and New Pubhc Manage-

ment is not request tor change of economic principle itserr, but intervention in 

the economic effect by administrative method. 

(71) K. YORIMOTO, supra note 53, at 2; K. Yorimoto, supra note 54, at 53. 
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and the local government are administrated taking care of individual 

citizens. But, Yorimoto supports the idea to classify "individual citi-

zens", "firms" and "bureaucracy" based on following reasons. 

At first, better policy-making became regarded as important in the 

sphere of public policy, step back ideological disputes around the so-

cial issues. Secondary, the more people are interested in public con-

tribution of firms, the more liability or contribution of firms become 

clear. In particular, development of recycle-system must depend on the 

cooperation of firms. Thirdly, in the sphere of civic and consumer's 

movements, firms are still targets or enemies of protest. This is main-

tained in some issues. Fourth, to the future, the public consists of not 

only individual citizens and firms but also NPOs (non-profitable orga-

nizations) and NGOS (non-governmental organizations).(72) The role of 

firms must be distinguished from that of NPOs/NGOs.(73) 

ii "The Three Citizens" theory and role synergistic effect 

Yorimoto, then, places all of the three constituent members as 

"citizens". Those are ~) "Individuals as citizens (individual citizens)", 

~ "Firms as citizens (corporate crtlzens)" and ~) "admmrstratrve crt 

izens (bureaucratic citizens)". He asserted that all of the "three crtl 

zens" should contribute to society, being in charge of each role, to 

solve the adnunrstratrve issues.(74) The significance is as follows. 

~) As to "Individuals as citizens (individual citizens)": The con-

temporary environmental issues are very complicated and individual 

citizens are not always the victims, but the guilty parties (who bring 

about the environmental problems) in relation to daily lives. To solve 

the problem of noise pollution of neighborhood, wastes or air pollution 

of exhausts, Yorimoto asserts, it is very important for people to keep 

to criterion of daily life, voluntary restrain consumption and rather ac-

tively take part in activities to solve the problems. 

~) As to "Firms as citizens (corporate citizens)": In future firms 

have to produce the products that is waste less, energy-saving and 

(72) Activity ot NPOlNGO have a very important position, in respect of "participation 

ot citizens", because the votunteer spirit in those activities become driving torce 

ot administrative retorm. 

(73) K. Yorimoto, supra note 54, at 54. 

(74) See. Id. at 49. 
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easy to recycle. There maybe remains some anxiety whether individual 

firms respond to this demand. But, firms are not only responsible for 

making sure of continuing possibility of global environment, but also 

expected to contribute to construct local communities and to deal with 

environment problems as a member of citizens, holding a sense of cit-

izens. Particularly, in the sphere of environmental and products-recycle 

problem, it is essential for firms to cooperate to solve the problems. 

In this context, Yorimoto gave two examples to prove this.(75) One 

is a report titled "The Environmental Problem of Musashino-City at 

the Beginning of the 2lst Century", made by Task Force for Environ-

mental Problem in Musashino-City in 1992. The report said that it is 

important to be spread the activities based on the voluntary will of cit-

izens that include not only individual citizens but also 'corporate citi-

zens' participated as a member of the community. 

The other is "Plan of Kawasaki New Age 2010" of Kawasaki-City 

in 1993. The plan said that firms are expected not only to pursue the 

interests but also to widely contribute to society as a "corporate citi-

zens" to realize a wealthy and high-quality community. 

~ As to "administrative citizens (bureaucratic citizens)": Yorimoto 

said it is as a matter of course that bureaucrats have abundant civic 

sense, and strengthen awareness as a member of citizens. Then, he 

said, there is no way but to foster and develop the democrats as citi-

zens, to solve the problem of red ･tape, current rigid policies and verti-

cal divisions of government agencies. 

"Three citizens", Yorimoto said, who are members constructing so-

ciety based on the concept of "citizen", take each roles and duty as to 

individual administrative problems, while administrative policies make 

plans to realize systematic relationship of them, which rs the "Three 

Citizens" theory. 

The most important is, Yorimoto said, to aim at public policies of 

"synergistic Role" as the common goal of the three citizens, that is to 

concretely describe the synergistic world with every public issues. He 

expects the effect of <synergy> by way of sharing of each role.(76) 

(75) As to another relationship between environment and "firms", See, Id. at 55. 

(76) Id. at 53. 
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(b) How Should be Administration with <Participation of Citi-

zens > ? 

i Meaning of <Participation of Citizens> in "Symbiotic" so-

ciety 

How should be "society" as a place where people can live in 

peace? It is matter of course such a society is where the vulnerable 

can live in equal, well-equipped welfare and safe. It is explained by 

Tamura as a place that "leads healthy life and death in satisfaction". 

It rs entrrely depends on state policles whether "welfare" is completed, 

the vulnerable is respected and social security is given. It is an issue of 

the balance of <enjoyment of distribution>. 

Such policies must have the basis on "receiver-side". It is a prob-

lem for the people/residents what is comfortable for them. Therefore, 

it is very important for the people/residents, i,e. citizens, to take part in 

decision-making. This is the starting point of "symbiotic" society. 

As discussed before and before, it is expected that participation of 

all members of society in administrative system generate synergistic 

effect, on which "Role-Synergistic Society" is constructed. In this con-

text, "synergistic" society is a model to construct a society presuppos-

ing <participation of citizens>. 

Tamura said as follows about the interdependence system. "Admin-

istration is practiced based on the will of the people assembled into the 

local council. Here, it is needed for citizens to actively take part in ex-

ercising rights and duties, as well as to respect other's manner of liv-

ing for interdependence. Enlarged reproduction of the economic infras-

tructure of civic life needs market economy and industrial activity the 

motto of which is to coexist with natural and cultural environment of 

the community. Revitalization of private economy, which is so called, 

must be considered based on such industrial activities".(77) Yorimoto 

also brings up a program based on "The Three Citizens" theory, as dis-

cussed above. 

ii How should bureaucracy should be, compared with reality 

"Participation of citizens" is the most important issue for "soci-

(77) S. Tamura & K. Yorimoto, New System of Autonomy Sponsored by The Commu-

nity - To Create The Free, Democratic and Active Community - (unpublished 

manuscript in our research committee; Statement of Tamura). 
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ety" itself. In the 20th century, it is very difficult for citizens to take 

part in administration, which was ignored. In this context, "participa-

tion of citizens" should become an essential premise of social struc-

ture, though the way of participation is not necessarily clear with con-

stitutional problems of bureaucracy. This must be an issue of concrete 

method, as opposed to a slogan. Therefore we have to consider this 

problem in the aspect of bureaucracy. 

"Participation of citizens in administration" is an ideal way of ad-

ministration, which is an ideal type from the standpoint of the peo-

ple/residents and scholarship. But there is a question: Could such ad-

ministrative system be formed and operated in our state? I don't think 

so, except the waste disposal problem etc. Far from that, Japanese ad-

ministration, in general, doesn't reflect even the will of citizens, in a 

lot of cases. 

In fact, it is very burdensome for bureaucracy to admit participa-

tion of citizens. From a bureaucratic standpoint, "civic organizations" 

(and NPOs/NGOs) appears to be pressure groups or "nasty bodies". 

In such circumstances, it is almost impossible for citizens to take part 

in administration. Bureaucracy, in the all process of planning, decision 

and enforcement, could carry out administration without a reflection of 

the will of the people, to say nothing of results.(78) Therefore, "partic-

ipation of citizens" can be not easily admitted, contrary to the argu-

ments of commentators. We must remember that some local govern-

ments, which are controlled by wise administrator, have actively ad-

mitted participation of citizens. But, in general, such bureaucracies are 

very rare in Japan. 

What caused such bureaucracy in our state? Kimio Miyagawa as-

serts that Japanese decision-making model is "Elite Model" which re-

flects sense of value of governing elites. He said as follows. "In our 

democratic society, there are a lot of people who believe public poli-

cies refiect the will of the people, but this is just a myth of democracy 

and not fact. The people usually aren't interested in public policies and 

(78) On the other hand, in specific sphere, there is a tendency that a lot of people of 

experience or academic standing are in the employ of government, in which spe-

cific people control all aspects of the sphere long tenu. Of course, such a "fraud-

ulent method" is not an issue of "participation of citizens". 
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don't have plenty of information. As to policies, the elite make public 

opinion, rather than the people make the opinion of the elite. There-

fore, public policies, in fact, reflect value of the elite. In this situation, 

bureaucrats just execute policies decided by the elite. Policies have di-

rection from the elite to the people, rather than from the demand of the 

people to the elite".(79) 

Hearing this, we should become aware that Japanese society is a 

very typical bureaucratic society. 

Following figure illustrates process of decision-making and execu-

tion of policies by the elite bureaucrats, the feature of which is as fol-

lows. First, the elite is usually conservative, because they have inter-

ests to keep the current system, but in a case that threatens them, they 

actively try to reform to keep the system that brings them their in-

terests. Therefore, welfare of the people is an important element for 

decision-making of the elite, which leads elitism is not always against 

the welfare of the people. 

Second, the elite seldom consider that decision-making depends on 

the people through the election and political strife, because they con-

sider that the people are passive, apathy and ignorant. Therefore this 

means that democratic systems, such as election and parties, have just 

The Elite 

Decision Making 

Bureaucrats 

Enforcement of Policies 

The People 

[Figure : Model of the Elite] (80) 

(79) K. MIYAGAWA, INTRODUCTION TO POLITIC SclENCE 140 (Toyo Keizai Press, 

1995). 
(80) Id. at 141. 
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symbolic meaning, and the people affect decision-making by the elite 

mere indirectly. 

Third, the elitism theory is based on the theory that the elite is rec-

ognized to keep the basis of society by mutual consent. In such a the-

ory, stability of society depends on the consensus of the elite, it is just 

policies within the scope of which to be considered seriously. 

Such an elite model is firmly existing in Japanese society. Partic-

ularly, we have to remember that, before the World War II, this sys-

tem had long formed the whole administrative system. After democra-

tization, there remains this character, though it is not typical form. It is 

not so much easy for us to realize the ideal style of <participation of 

citizens>, because our administrative system has been formed as such 

a system and the bureaucrats have a strong sense of being one of the 

elite. 

The public sector is not representative elected by the private sector. 

It is the elite that rule the country in Japan. The idea of "public sector 

is worthy, the private sector is humbly" is symbolic of Japanese soci-

ety, not only in the sphere of administration but also that of education 

and academy. 

As a result, "participation of citizens" has been realized in the 

sphere that is favorable for bureaucracy, such as the waste disposal 

systems, the recycling movements and the protection of the environ-

ment. Further, even in these spheres, citizens and firms are not posi-

tively taking part in the administration. 

Observing this fact frankly, we should fully realize the necessity to 

construct a society in which the private sector has an equal standpoint 

to the public sector, which needs a conversion of the framework. This 

means the "symbiotic" society of "synergistic roles" of all members of 

society. To realize this, reasoning, as a theory of conversion of frame-

work, is necessary to hold that the people have the "right" to partici-

pate in the administration as a "member" of society. 

(3) Avocations of the '6Member" Theory to Realize "Symbiosis" 

(a) A Suggestion from the Takayanagi Paper Member The-
ory (Right for Student to Take Part in the Autonomy of Uni-

versity). 
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Student movements becoming more radical and universities not 

working, Shinich Takayanagi published an article named "The auton-
omy of university and that of students"(81) in 1969, which is from the 

lecture at Tokyo Bar Association in November 6, 1968. In those days, 

student movements were very active all over the world. Particularly in 

France, Charles de Gaulle came up with policies that admit students' 

participation, which some states followed by enactment of statutes. Re-

sponding this situation, Japanese students (movements) had required to 

admit the "autonomy of students" based on the "autonomy of univer-

sity" and to take part in the university system. 

In various opinions of a lot of commentators, Takayanagi paper is 

outstanding, grasping the students' requirement as historical and logi-

cal argument. The paper discussed what is the problem of "autonomy 

of students". 

Within the scope of this article, the Takayama paper is suggestive 

in following elements. 

First, the basic viewpoint as to "students' participation" is very 

suggestive. In those days, the dominant theories were "students as re-

stnctrve members" theory (82) which was a theory that students, as a 

matter of course, were limited freedom as students who received ed-

ucation, though they had complete freedom as cinzens and "the con 

ventional view of universities" theory, which was asserted as follows. 

"Universities controlled by just professors are self-righteousness. Stu-

dents and external people should also take part in the control of uni-

versities. The duty of universities has not been already the pursuit of 

truth. Therefore, universities should be a service-station now, which 

cause the necessary to reflect the requirement of users and whole so-

ciety." 

Criticizing the conventional view, Takayanagi explained that the 

basic viewpoint of students' participation must be "having the clear 

answer to the question what position students have in the autonomy of 

universities or in the universities that are guaranteed and have auton-

(81)S. Tkayanagi, The Autonomy of University and That of students, 154 LEGAL 

SEMINAR 2 (1969), 155 LEGAL SEMINAR 2 (1969). 
(82) The idea of the Central Council of Education, The League of National Universi-

ties, the University of Tokyo, and so on. 
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omy". Then, he said "we have to pursue the new image of university, 

understanding failure of the traditional idea of university's autonomy 

based on manager-side idea that the autonomy of university equals that 

of professors".(83) 

Second, Takayama paper arrived at students' participation theory 

by assessing the significance of students' membership of university. 

He said "The autonomy of the university leave study/education func-

tions, which are separated from arbitral control of external power, to 

autonomous dealing. Therefore, all members of the university have the 

right and duty to participate in the autonomy of the university, to the 

extent and nature of relationship to the study/education functions. This 

is necessary to compel the university to perform its mission."(84) And, 

"control of the university is a premise of the unrestricted pursuit of 

the truth. A11 members should be able to participate in the decision-

making in proportion to one's function. Securing autonomy of the uni-

versity concerns the fundamental interests of both professors and stu-

dents in each aspect. In this context, students should share the right 

and duty to obtain freedom of the university."(85) 

(b) Reasoning of <Participation of Citizens> as a 66Right" 

i Takayanagi paper members' right in autonomous soci-
eties 

The theory of "members" of autonomy of the university, as men-

troned above regarded "students particrpation" as social requirement, 

which was reasoned as essential right and duty. 

This theory of "members" of autonomy of the unrversity(86) is very 

suggestive to our problem, i.e. reasoning of participation of citizens, 

who are members of the autonomous society, in administration. Ad-

(83)S. Takayanagi, supra note 81, 155 LEGAL SEMINAR 2, at 22. 

(84)Id. at 17, 22. 

(85) Id. at 22. 

(86) University. is composed of three essential elements, "professors" who take charge 

of educatron and research "students" who enjoy the result of education/research 

and "general staff" who operate office and institution. Understanding this, stu-

dents asserted to respect the position of "students" as a member of university, 

which, in detail, included reflection of the will of students to the president elec-

tion, review of classes, refiectoion of the will of students to the educational sys-

tem, review of teaching staff (such as professors), and participation in the man-

agement system of university. 
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ministration of an autonomous body is basically left to "autonomy" 

The problem, we are dealing with, is "participation of citizens" in the 

machinery of the government. In the machinery, as mentioned above, 

there still be classrcal nature (idea of "model of the elite"), construct-

ing the world of the idea of "public sector is worthy, the private sec-

tor is humbly". We have to break the status quo, and reform the sys-

tem/machinery of administration to reflect the will of the people. The 

theory of "membership" of the autonomous society is appropriate to 
thi s . 

ii Development of the theory of "membership" of the au-

tonomous society 

In the traditional idea, "citizens" are the object of administration, 

as illustrated in "the model of the elite". But, primarily, "soclety", in 

which citizens live, must be autonomous society, which is adminis-

trated by the members of society. This should be the start-point of dis-

cussion. 

It is as a matter of course that the mission of administration is to 

give citizens, of which the autonomous society is made up, welfare, 

health, comfort to live and peace of mmd (which rs mcluded "wel 

fare", hereafter). This is <distribution> by administration. And, citi-

zens have a nght to "enJOy the distnbutron" from admmrstration. The 

mission of public policies is planning and enforcement to maximize 

that effect. But the effect of "distnbution" = "welfare", which citizens 

enjoy, depends on the success or failure of the policies. Thus "crtl 

zens", who have right to enjoy distribution, should have "right" and 

"duty " to take part in the process of decision-making (process of pub-

lic policies), because it is a problem to determine "welfare" of the citi-

zens themselves. 

Therefore, we citizens should become aware that we are a member 

of the autonomous society and "have right and duty to take part in so-

ciety" to compel society to perform the "mission as society", i.e. better 

distribution. Under such idea, I think, administration must be reformed 

to realize "participation of citizens". 

iii Necessary to establish the observation committee 

To realize the participation as an ideal model ought to require re-

form of administrative organization. Traditionally, people (or parties) 
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of experience or academic standing, who were convenient to the bu-
reaucracy, were called, as participation of citizens.(87) Such a partici-

pation guarding the power is, of course, not genuine. The point is to 

construct a structure of "participation of citizens" to reflect the will of 

whole citizens. 

At last, in my opinion, the necessary structure to effectively re-

alize "participation of citizens" and to impact citizens into adminis-

trative policies is, for example, as follows. "Observation Committee", 

composed of representatives(88) of citizens, discloses the information 

about planning, enforcement and result of policies, giving its opinions, 

which bring about the optinuzatron of effect Establishment of such a 

bi-directional structure should realize "symbiotic" society of synergis-

tic roles, realizing the symbiosis of administration and citizens. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The theme of this study is, as mentioned initially, how society 

should be to the 2lst century and what is the tendency of academic 

disciplines (administration, Iegal and political science), Iearning New 

Public Management theory, "The Thrrd Way" and "Symbiosis" theory. 

New Public Management theory, as to "government" that is ma-

chinery of control promoting policies and being unrelated to com-

petition, reconstructed the national treasury and rescued the fleshy 

"government (administration)", analyzing the functions/roles and intro-

ducmg "market mechanism" into appropriate functions. At the same 

time, it formed optimized model of policy enforcement based on Cost-

effectiveness. "Market theory" is in danger of destruction of "market", 

(87) See supra note 78 and accompanying text. 

(88) These representatives may be not necessarily elected to the office, but citizens 

who are interested in the issue. In this meaning, the activity of NPOlNGO is put 

hopes. Of course, the basis is progress of "awareness as citizens". By the way, 

there are 2763 NPOs as of day of December 20, 2000. Economic White Paper of 

2000 said the economic scale of NPOs was 18 trillion yen in 1998, which was 

3.6% of GDP (In US, it was over 7%.). The essential cause of hanging low of 

NPOs' activities is, I think, Iow level of volunteer spirit that is from low level 

of "awareness of citizenship", though a lot of commentator explained the reason 

as an issue of taxes (In Japan, contributions from individual citizens to NPOs are 

not deductible from income taxes.). 
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going out of control, though it might be a basis of economic activity 

as a social behavior pattern. It is the mrssron of "government" to regu 

late "market" and compel rt to be mdependent This means that "mar 

ket", which is developing based on the competition theory, and "gov-

ernment", which is originally unrelated to competition, achieve a great 

success each other, playing the each role. 

"The Third Way" theory tries to realize social welfare, depended 

on the optimized model offered by New Public Management theory, 

and merge it into market theory. This theory advocated realizing "posi-

tive welfare" society, as it ought to be, by the way above mentioned. 

Combination of results of those theones and synergistic effect of 

"Symbiosis" will make it possible to realize a "positive" society of 

"synergrstic roles" I e socrety of Posrtrve Well being. When it comes 

to consider what was lack in society on the 20th century and what is 

expected in society of the 2lst century as social structure, it is neces-

sary to develop the positive "symbiotic" society and "role synergistic" 

society composed of whole members of society. 

But, realization of such a society is not always easy, in view of 

current administration system of our country. It is necessary for us 

members to be aware of "right and duty" to participate in administra-

tion. Such a society ill be realize when the awareness is put in the so-

cial system. It is the first step to social reform. 

Social reform must be directed to realization of human society that 

was forgotten by society of the 20th century, as well as high technol-

ogy world. 

(Finish writing, December 1 3, 2000) 


